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Welcome LRCC
AmeriCorps

T

he SLA is thrilled to welcome
our first crew of AmeriCorps
members! Over the past two
years, the SLA staff put enormous
effort into securing the federal grant
to start the program, named the
Lakes Region Conservation
Corps (LRCC). The LRCC
AmeriCorps members
began their service work on
November 1st, and have
already accomplished some
amazing work. You can
expect to see our crew of
LRCC members throughout
the Squam watershed in every
month of the year as the newest faces of
our conservation program.
The LRCC program is modeled after
the Squam Conservation Internship
Program (SCI). Since 2012, conservation
interns removed variable milfoil, managed
campsites, maintained trails, educated
the public, monitored water quality, and
helped with the SLA’s day-to-day mission.
All within a short summer season! In 2017
alone, interns dove for variable milfoil
from June through August and ultimately
removed 2,256 gallons, with most of
their efforts concentrated in the Squam
River. Interns also counted over 9,000
hikers at the base of West Rattlesnake and
encouraged many of those hikers to assist
with erosion control efforts by carrying
rocks up to a trail work site.
The impact of the SCI program is
undeniable; milfoil growth is reduced, the
trails are well maintained, water quality

New LRCC AmeriCorps Members, SLA staff, and partners SLCS, LRCC and
Volunteer NH

monitoring has increased,
and the SLA continues to
boost its capacity to fulfill its
mission. Now, just imagine what
we can do over an entire year, expanding
conservation efforts into new seasons!
The LRCC AmeriCorps program is an
excellent evolution of the SCI program,
intended to increase conservation, public
education, and volunteer engagement.
For example, community volunteer teams
will work with LRCC members on many
field-based activities such as taking winter
water quality samples out on the ice. LRCC
members will also trek along the tributaries
to track the emerging issues with legacy
toxins; and the crew will devote even
more time to ensuring our trail networks
are accessible and well-maintained. This
program is also a wonderful professional
experience for our members with
increased training, certifications, and
learning experiences applicable to future
environmental careers!
Our LRCC members continue to launch
new projects, programs, and partnerships

that will increase the efficacy of the
Squam Lakes Association and our fellow
conservation organizations, while also
strengthening conservation initiatives in
the Lakes Region. As the LRCC program
develops, these conservation organizations
will become host sites for a growing
crew of LRCC members. The Squam
Lakes Conservation Society and the
Lakes Region Conservation Trust have
committed to hosting spring, summer and
fall LRCC members alongside the Squam
Lakes Association.
Overall, the LRCC AmeriCorps
program is an expansion of capacity
beyond belief. It will enable us to truly
become a year-around conservation
organization to protect Squam and the
Lakes Region in a way that was not
previously possible! To stay up-to-date
on all Lakes Region Conservation Corps
activities, please visit www.squamlakes.
org/lrcc. To read the bios and weekly
journal entries of the new LRCC crew
visit www.squamlakes.org/2017-lrccconservation-journal.
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A NOTE FROM
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE BOARD

A

s our seemingly endless summer
comes to a close, the Squam
Lakes Association usually begins
to slow down and go into planning
mode. We think of stacking firewood
and discuss expected snowfall. We work
on budgets and turn to those tasks we
simply were too busy to get to during
summer. This year is different. With
the arrival of our LRCC AmeriCorps
members, SLA remains in high gear. We
are launching into a new and exciting
era where we can gather the information
that will help us understand our complex
watershed even better than we ever have
before. I have had the chance to meet
this wonderful group of highly talented,
motivated and accomplished young
people—some new, some familiar faces.
I realize what a slacker I was when I was
their age. So don’t come by SLA thinking
that you will find the usual picture of us
snuggled up to the fire with our Excel
spreadsheets and pencils planning for
next May. The place is bustling with
activity. We are going to be executing our
ambitious strategic plan and undertaking
conservation efforts we simply never
could have beforehand. So please stop
by and welcome our LRCC AmeriCorps
members. They will be here even after
the lake freezes over. I can’t wait to report
back on all the winter activities we have
planned for them. There will be little
time for hot cocoa with marshmallows
this year. We’ve got too much to do
these days!
Sincerely,

The annual fund year
end appeal is underway,
Thanksgiving has come
and gone, the end of the
year fast approaches.
There is much to be
thankful for here at the Squam Lakes Association, and as we wrap up this year and start
moving into the next, I am filled with gratitude.
Gratitude to the members, supporters, volunteers, and staff who help with the work it takes
to do the everyday conservation work necessary
to keep Squam healthy now and into the future.
It is the future I have my eye on right now as the
snow drifts by the office window and covers the
skim ice of Piper Cove. The future. These are, of
course, challenging times for conservation, but
all times can be challenging and going into
2018, the SLA is particularly ready for a strong
conservation year. Very strong. It is, in fact,
going to be amazing—and I’m not using that
word as a rhetorical device. I have very high
expectations for what we will accomplish. 2018
is a culmination year. The new watershed plan
will come together. Our strong partnerships with
groups like the Loon Preservation Committee
will mean a high degree of coordination when it
comes to assessing and then acting upon the
newly discovered legacy toxics. Our 5 year
strategic plan to strengthen water quality,
enhance trails, and attack invasives above and
below the water is roaring forward. All of this is
staffed by LRCC Americorps members who will
be serving with us, with the Squam Lakes
Conservation Society and the Lakes Region
Conservation Trust. I look at it this way, over
the past few years we have had 7-10 unpaid
interns working in the field during the passingly
short summer. What they accomplished was
magnificent: control of milfoil for one. Between
the three organizations, in 2018, we will host a
rolling crew of 21 LRCC AmeriCorps members
over 12 months with field work being accomplished every week of the year. The capacity is
amazing. The output will be equally so. We are
biting off a lot. But Squam is worth it, and if
you are reading this I know you agree. Donating to the SLA annual fund, being a member
and volunteering are all excellent ways to show
your support in 2018, and we are grateful for all
of you.
Sincerely,

Bob Lucic

President of the Board

EB James

Executive Director

Welcome New SLA Board Members
Lyle Fulkerson
Lyle and his family
have been coming to
Squam since 1986;
previously, he had
spent part of his
youth in the 1970s
at Camp Deerwood
where he helped rebuild the docks at
Church Island.
A graduate of Middlebury College
and New England School of Law, Lyle is
President of HPM Insurance located in
Amherst and Bedford, President of The
Byse Agency of Laconia and Chairman
of Kane Insurance in Portsmouth.
He is actively involved in both
philanthropic and professional boards,
having served on the board of trustees
for the Greater New England Chapter
of the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society, the board of the Souhegan Valley
Chamber of Commerce and the Milford,
NH Economic Development Council.
He is the incoming Chairman of the
Professional Insurance Agents of New
Hampshire (PIA). In addition, he is the
Northeast representative for independent
insurance agents on the SAFECO
Advisory National Council and on
advisory boards for both Plymouth Rock
Assurance and Acadia Insurance.
During Lyle’s downtime, you may find
him with his wife, Sarah, and daughters
Greta and Audrey, or dog Louie.

Susan Speers
Hume
Susan’s grandfather
bought a small farm
in Sandwich in the
1930’s. The Bill
Speers family has
come up to Squaw Cove on Squam Lake
since then. Now four generations here,
the family, along with many cousins
and friends, are caretakers for future
generations. Susan graduated from
Mount Holyoke College with a degree
in International Relations. As a financial

advisor for over 35 years, she is
a general practitioner who works
closely with families, their trusts
and businesses all over the country
at UBS Financial Services Inc. in
Norfolk, VA. She is actively involved
in her community. Most recently, she
is past co-chair of the grantmaking
committee for the Community
Leadership Partners, an affiliate of
the Hampton Roads Community
Foundation. She and her husband,
Bob, enjoy sailing, kayaking and
travelling.

Lyndsee
Paskalis
Lyndsee has spent
every summer
since 1982 on
Squam Lake.
She and her
extended family gather together as
often as possible at the Lake. When
not at Squam, Lyndsee resides in
Bedford, NH with her husband
and three children, and practices
law in Manchester, NH. She is a
graduate of New York University
and University of NH School of
Law. Most recently she was honored
as one of the New Hampshire Union
Leader’s “40 Under Forty.”

Steve
Woodsum
Steve has been
coming to Squam
Lake every year
since 1980. His
wife, Anne Lovett,
is third generation
on the lake and
they were married on Chocorua Island.
Steve co-chaired the capital campaign to
purchase the SLA headquarters. Their
three children were active campers at
JSLA for many summers. He is an avid
fisherman and shared that passion with
JSLA campers this past summer. Steve
is a Trustee of the Chocorua Island
Chapel Association and a past Chair and
Honorary Trustee of the Squam Lakes
Natural Science Center. He is a Trustee
and Chair Emeritus of City Year, as well
as a director of the Boys and Girls Clubs
of Boston. Steve also is a member of the
Board of the Ocean Reef Foundation, an
Honorary Trustee of the Massachusetts
General Hospital, and former Board
Chair of the Buckingham Browne and
Nichols School. Steve co-founded Summit
Partners in 1984. Summit has raised over
$10 billion for investments in private
equity, venture capital, and debt financing
for emerging growth companies. Steve
has a BA from Yale University and an
MBA from the Kellogg Business School at
Northwestern University.

IN LOVING MEMORY OF
PRISCILLA BARTHOLOMEW
With all of the exciting things the SLA is
undertaking in the year to come, there is one
hole in our heart that remains. In August of
2017 we lost long-time staff member Priscilla
Bartholomew. Priscilla was the first staff member
I met when my family moved to Holderness six
years ago. Priscilla helped me every step of the
way. She shared in our joy and successes and
was a calming presence in our challenges. She helped prepare us for this leap of
success we are poised upon, and every day I wish she were here to share in our
celebrations as we move forward with conservation on Squam Lake. Thank you,
Priscilla, for being such a force for me and for the SLA.
We miss you. –SLA Executive Director, E.B. James
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T

he Squam Lakes
Association honors those
contributors who have
helped protect the future of the
Squam watershed through a
planned gift. Beginning with
Laurence J. Webster in 1904, SLA
benefactors have had the vision of
SQUAM LAKES ASSOCIATION
protecting and preserving our
watershed for future generations. Members of the 1904 Society continue to
make that vision a reality, and to support the critically important work of our
organization. Tim Fisher, former director and past President of SLA, and
founding member of the 1904 Society stated:

1904 Society

“Some of my happiest memories have been on
Squam, and protecting this resource is part of my
soul and being. The SLA was the leading
conservation non-profit on the lake very early on,

Photo credit: UNH Cooperative Extension

and is the second oldest lakes association in the
country. SLA’s conservation work has kept Squam
healthy and beautiful, but it is a continuous effort.
President Emeritus
Timothy O. Fisher

Work must continue to govern the usage and
management of the watershed through education,

research and low-impact recreation programs. Modern threats such as
invasive species, road salt and chemical impacts, as well as rising

A Watershed
Plan for Squam
KEY TO CONSERVING

temperatures and weather changes are all realities that must be addressed.

THIS SPECIAL PLACE

SLA is the organization to carry that work forward, as they have

T

successfully done for over a century. A planned gift is just one way to
broaden the efforts of this organization’s mission, and to protect Squam
for generations to come.”

If being part of the Squam Lake community has had a lasting positive
impact for you and your family, we hope you will consider joining the 1904
Society. In doing so, you will ensure the long-term financial strength of the
Squam Lakes Association, and help keep the lakes and watershed safe for
your children, grandchildren and for future generations. All you need to do
is let us know that you intend to leave a planned gift to SLA. By making
a simple change in your will to provide for a gift, or by choosing one of a
variety of planned giving options, you can help protect this incredible natural
resource for years to come, and you are making a tax-wise investment in the
future of Squam.
You can support SLA’s mission by including Squam Lakes Association in your
will or donor advised fund, or by naming SLA as a beneficiary of a retirement
account, life insurance policy, or investment account. Please let us know of your
intention, so we can thank you and welcome you into the 1904 Society.
For more information please contact Pam Smith, Director of
Development at pamsmith@squamlakes.org, or call (603) 968-7336.
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he Squam watershed is a
special and meaningful place
to so many. We enjoy its
quiet waters and peaceful mountain
summits. But there are threats to
this magical place. Using existing
data and the input of watershed
stakeholders—seasonal and yearround residents, visitors from
near and far, local government,
conservation partners—a watershed
plan creates a road map to ensure
we can achieve the vision we all see
for Squam.
The Squam watershed plan is
built upon a strong foundation. The
1991 plan was the first of its kind
and served as a model for planning
in lake watersheds across New
Hampshire. Much of the SLA’s
work since that time has come out

Check out SLA’s 2017 Watershed Report
online at www.squamlakes.org

of recommendations from the 1991
plan. The public boat launch, the
tributary monitoring study, the septic
study, and bioinventory all came from
that watershed plan and will serve as
the base for our new plan. In more
recent years we’ve annually published
the Squam Watershed Report, which
assesses the health of the Squam
watershed based on data collected
by the SLA and our conservation
partners.
The SLA has been working on
updating the 1991 plan since 2016.
In the past two years we’ve held
public meetings, convened a steering
committee, interviewed stakeholders,
surveyed recreational visitors, and
held a visioning session. Now, the
process has been kicked toward
the finish line through a $50,000
grant from NH Department of
Environmental Services. This grant
covers the technical aspects of creating
the watershed plan. With funds from
DES, we will work with contractors
to understand how the land in the
watershed impacts water quality. We
will estimate the impacts of future
development, with regards to current

state and town
regulations, on lake water quality.
We will also identify key areas around
the watershed where nutrient loading
can be reduced through restoration
projects.

Though the DES grant is
technical in nature, public
involvement is critical to a
successful plan. In the coming
months we will host public meetings,
offer watershed plan related speakers,
and educational events that will drive
home this process to the entire Squam
community. Everyone’s voice is
important in the process, as we all can
provide input on the desired future of
the Squam watershed.
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Education Programs:
Summer on Squam
and Beyond

T

he Junior Squam Lakes Association (JSLA)
provided a summer of fun and adventure for our
youngest community members. Our campers
journeyed around the watershed and beyond for rewarding
hikes, rugged paddles, and starry nights in tents. Our
young boaters developed confidence and skills to become
competent sailors, enjoying Squam Lakes in keeping
with the quiet aspect of our mission, yet filled with thrills
nonetheless.
JSLA, since it began in 1955, has served as an incubator
for generations of Squam stewards. It is the flagship for
SLA education programs. As we have grown with the
exciting addition of our AmeriCorps program, we are
now building on the successful model of the JSLA to offer
our education programs year round. We are currently
seeking a Director of Education to lead
this drive into the future. Following
the SLA’s current strategic plan, the
Director of Education will explore
expanded programs for teens and
ensure our programs are accessible to
all ages and abilities. The SLA is also
committed to building partnerships
for both content and reach with
other conservation groups as well as
local and area camps and education
programs and recreation departments
in all watershed towns. Our new
Director of Education will forge and
maintain these connections.

This is an exciting time at the SLA. We are working with
a staffing capacity that enables us to drive our mission
work further than ever before, and with that comes
advancing our education programs year-round to all
members of the Squam Community.

Member of the Squam Lakes community since 1980

SAMYN-D’ELIA ARCHITECTS, P.A.

Ashland, NH (603) 968-7133 • sdarchitects.com
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The 2017–2021 SLA Strategic Plan
THE SQUAM LAKES ASSOCIATION’S NEW STRATEGIC PLAN WAS INTRODUCED IN 2016. THE PLAN FOCUSES ON
FOUR AREAS DESIGNED TO DRIVE OUR MISSION FORWARD. EACH OF THESE AREAS INCLUDES BUILDING UPON AND
ENHANCING OUR PARTNERSHIPS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND BUSINESSES TO PROTECT SQUAM.

Monitor and maintain
water quality year-round,
with active, responsive
efforts. The SLA has a
decades-long history of
monitoring the lake and
working with residents
and visitors to preserve
water quality. There are
rising pressures on the
watershed and a growing
awareness of new and
emerging threats. The
SLA will maintain and
broaden water quality
monitoring efforts to
ensure the health of the
Squam ecosystem, and
address emerging areas of
concern/threats to water
quality and wildlife. SLA
will also actively address
established invasive
species and prevent the
arrival of new invasives,
and build more active
partnerships with similar
and complementary
organizations to put our
challenges in a broader
context, and to take
effective action.

Revitalize the SLA’s
trail system. The
SLA maintains over
50 miles of hiking
trails in the Squam
watershed. To protect
and enhance the trail
system, we will establish
a comprehensive plan
that will, through our
own initiatives and
strategic partnerships,
secure necessary legal
protections, improve
and maintain the trails
themselves, and inspire
and build a trails
community to provide
grassroots support and
guidance.

Improve the SLA
campus to effectively
convey and support
watershed conservation.
The SLA will improve
the campus so that it
becomes a “watershed
hub” that celebrates the
organization’s work,
educates about the
watershed, showcases
its ecology, and supports
the activities of the
SLA, now and in the
future. To this end, we
will adopt a master
plan that integrates
green building goals
and native plantings,
improves spaces to meet
programmatic goals, and
provides an accessible,
educational path so
people of all abilities can
explore and learn about
Squam.

Expand education and
communications to
ensure a sustainable
community of watershed
stewards. The SLA
must expand the number
of those committed to
conservation, creating
and supporting the
stewards of the watershed
among youth and adult
populations alike. The
significant focus will be
to promote behaviors and
interactions within the
watershed that conserves
all resources. To that
end, we will update our
communications plans,
including the website;
continue to build our
volunteer programs;
explore expansion of
programs for teens and
ensure our programs are
available for all ages;
and continue to build
partnerships for content
and reach.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SHARING WITH YOU OUR PROGRESS AND SUCCESS AS WE IMPLEMENT THIS WORK,
FURTHER PROMOTING OUR MISSION AND ENHANCING OUR PROTECTION OF THE WATERSHED FOR ALL.
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SLA Volunteers:
Conservation in Action

T

here is nothing more inspiring than engaging with a
community of folks who believe so strongly in the
mission of the SLA that they take time out of their
lives to better the Squam Lakes watershed. There is something
special about a person who will hike a pair of loppers into the
forest and become part of a century old tradition of maintaining
hiking trails. The same can be said for the Water Quality
Monitors, going on their 38th year of sampling and recording
conditions in the lake, or the local high school students who
dedicated hours towards eradicating terrestrial invasive plants
from the SLA campus.
Volunteers are the people working with us to conserve the
Squam watershed. The SLA began with a small and dedicated
crew of volunteers who saw the value in protecting this special
place and turned that passion into action. Today volunteers
play a key role in maintaining Squam’s natural beauty and

In 2017, 175 volunteers gave 1,110 hours of service to the Squam Lakes watershed.
peaceful character. Whether they are participating in the new
Winter Water Quality Monitoring program, or signing up
for their first shift as a Loon Chick Watcher, more and more
people are engaging in a growing number of opportunities to
give back to Squam.
In 2017, 175 volunteers gave 1,110 hours of service to the
Squam Lakes watershed. On the lakes, 27 Water Quality
Monitors volunteered 198 hours collecting water samples,
running tests, and recording lake conditions. Up in the
mountains, 27 Trail Adopters picked up tools and took to the
trails contributing over 295 hours to maintaining and growing a
network of sustainable trails. During the loon breeding season,
four Loon Chick Watchers spent 13 hours accompanying loon
families, protecting nest sites, and distributing information to
the public. Nearly 60 volunteers signed up to support the Squam
Ridge Race and contributed 274 hours to the event. Fifteen
volunteers worked during SLA’s Annual Fall Work Day and
spent a collective 75 hours cleaning up and preparing the SLA’s
backcountry facilities for the winter. Without the help and
willingness of so many people from the Squam community to
protect this special place, it would be very difficult to accomplish
our goals throughout the year. Every acre we protect is directly
linked to those who have given their time and energy in
conserving the Squam watershed. Thank you!
Also, we extend tremendous thanks to Brian Gagnon for his
4 years of coordinating SLA’s volunteer programming. Brian
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began his next career adventure in August of 2017 at Plymouth
State University. The SLA will continue to build on Brian’s
success and dedication to conserving the Squam watershed.
To get in touch with the SLA about any of our volunteer
opportunities, please email Melissa Leszek, SLA’s
Community Engagement Coordinator at melissaleszek@
squamlakes.org, or call the SLA (603) 968-7336 x11.

Squam Ridge Race

Thanks to the Webster Land Corp. and Burleigh Land Limited Partnership for the event location and trail access providing hiking enjoyment for
everyone for the race and all during the year.

I

t was a chilly start to the 5th annual
Squam Ridge Race with temperatures
dipping down into the low 30s.
However, the cold morning air did not
deter our racers. In fact, this year we had
greater participation than ever before. By
the time the first runner crossed the finish
line, it was a beautiful sunny day. That
first finisher was Peter Howe, who set a
record with a time of 1:41:35 on the 12.2
mile course. The top women’s finisher
on the course was Amelia Ortiz with a
time of 2:01:06. The Squam Ridge Race
was also a record setter in the donations
department. The race grossed $28,000 for
the continued protection of the Squam
watershed and the trails therein. Seventysix businesses contributed to the race, and
167 people registered to race or hike in
support of the SLA. The race could not
have gone off so smoothly if it were not
for the nearly 60 volunteers that helped
with the course set up, staffing aid stations,
cooking food, running communications,
and many other activities that were
important to the success of the race.
Thank you for our very generous
sponsors! Our Lead sponsor this year was
Rockywold Deephaven Camps, and our
Trail sponsors were Colliers International
and Grappone Automotive Group. Aid
station sponsors were Sheehan, Phinney,
Bass and Green PA, HPM Insurance,
Sippican Partners, Rumney Animal
Hospital, Riveredge Marina, Six Burner

THANK YOU
TO OUR LEAD
AND TR AIL
SPONSORS!

Bistro, Asquam Marina Holderness
Harbor, Squam Lake Marketplace,
Squam River Landing and New England
Printwear Company. A complete list of all
who sponsored and donated to the raffle

can be seen at www.squamlakes.org/
events/squam-ridge-race-1. Thank you all
for making this event possible, and for your
support of SLA! We will you see you at the
6th Annual Ridge Race in Fall of 2018.

CHRISTOPHER P. WILLIAMS ARCHITECTS, PLLC
PO Box 703 • Meredith, NH 03253 • 603-279-6513
www.cpwarchitects.com
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Supporting SLA

A

s an organization
dedicated to protecting
our beautiful and
delicate watershed, we rely
on our generous volunteers,
collaborative partners, donors,
members and staff who
collectively carry out our
mission with purpose and
passion. Thanks to our broad
and dedicated community, the
Squam Lakes Association has
consistently and successfully
been at the forefront of
preserving the natural beauty of
Squam for over a century.
Your involvement and support
has had an incredible impact,
and we are deeply grateful for
each and every person who
shares the love for this very
special place. Our work together
has a significant difference
in the health of our lake and
surrounding areas, and there is
much to celebrate as we review
our successes of the past year.
You have likely just received
our annual fund appeal in the
mail, and we hope you will
consider making a donation
to allow us to continue our
important focus on conservation,
education, watershed wellness
and access.
Thank you for being part of the
Squam Lakes community, and
for all that you do to help keep
the watershed healthy and safe
for future generations. It is our
combined efforts that make this
possible, and we look forward to
our continued work together. To
make a gift or to become an SLA
member, please contact the SLA
office at (603) 968-7336, or visit our
website at www.squamlakes.org.
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Trails Update

T

rail Adopters, Squam
western side of the Squam Range. The
Conservation Interns, LRCC
trailhead is located on Perch Pond Road,
AmeriCorps members and SLA
where the trail gradually switchbacks up
staff dedicated over 1,000 hours to trail
to meet the Crawford Ridgepole Trail
maintenance over the course of 2017.
between Mount Webster and Livermore
We have a number of exciting new trail
Mountain. Hikers wind through the
projects that we will continue to work
iconic stone walls of old New England
on into 2018. These projects include the
pastures on the first half of the trail, and
maintenance of the Old Bridle Path,
are rewarded with a vista that frames
rerouting of the Five Finger Point Trail,
Mount Prospect. The grand opening of
and the creation of the new Fisher
the Fisher Ridge Trail is planned to be in
Ridge Trail.
2018, and we are deeply grateful to Tim
The SLA continues efforts to minimize
Fisher, the Edwin S. Webster Foundation
the impact of the tens of thousands of
and Peter and Faith Coolidge for their
hikers who enjoy the Old Bridle Path’s
generous support, which made the trail
leisurely hike up to West Rattlesnake.
and access possible. The SLA depends
This fall, our SCI interns recruited
on the support of our community to
enthusiastic day-hikers to carry rocks
continue our efforts on the trails. If
and gravel up to a worksite on the
you are interested in becoming more
trail. A crew from the University of
involved with the trails around Squam,
New Hampshire worked with SCI to
please let us know. Thank you to all
use the gravel, rocks, and stone slabs
our volunteers, trail sponsors, donors
to create steps along the trail that will
and interns for all the fantastic work
minimize the trail erosion. We are also
completed this past year!
working to reroute the Five Finger Point
trailhead. The LRCC
AmeriCorps members
“The level of our success is limited only by our imagination
will spend a number
and no act of kindness, however small, is ever wasted.” – Aesop
of their upcoming trail
work days moving the
trailhead closer to Route
At Meredith Village
Savings Bank, we
113 along Pinehurst
continually look for
Road.
imaginative ways to help
our community through
In 2016, the SLA
acts of kindness both
began working on the
big and small.
creation of the new
Fisher Ridge Trail on the
800.922.6872 mvsb.com

Introducing the Squam Archives Center

W

hat to do with the
generations of family
photos, guest books,
maps, documented stories? Many
families who have been at Squam for
generations often ask this question.
Woven into this scenario are the stories
of the interaction between
those from away and the
locals who provided the
needed services to support
them. The Squam Archives
Center is the answer!
In 2004, the SLA hired
author Rachel Carley
to research and write a
history of Squam Lake to
celebrate the organizations
centennial. Her research
uncovered hundreds of
recollections, photographs and
paintings. In 2011, SLA established
the Cultural Heritage Task Force,
chaired by Jane Beck, interviewing
50 to 60 local and “from away”
individuals over a five-year period,
preserving their voices and stories. A
third initiative, supported by the SLCS,
was the National Register of Historic
Places Committee, chaired by Betsy
Whitmore, who hired Liz Hengen
to place the Squam watershed on

the National Register. This effort added
many historic camps and properties on
the lake and hillsides to the National
Register, uncovering a significant number
of historical property documents. As
the documents accumulated, the Squam
Archives Committee was formed to find a
solution for preserving them,
and thus the Squam Archives
Center was born.
The Squam Archives
Center received tax-exempt
status in October of 2016
(the 501(c)3 application is
in process). The Board of
SLA has generously provided
space at their headquarters
to house the Center. This
atmospherically controlled

space will provide a permanent home
for the documentation collected
to date, and a safe place for all
memorabilia to be preserved.
The Squam community will
be hearing much more about our
efforts in early 2018 as we seek
to raise support for the Center. If
you are interested in learning more
about the needs for the Center, or
to become involved as a volunteer,
please contact Christine D. Kuhn,
President, Squam Archives Center at
christine.kuhn1@verizon.net, or Peter
Webster, Treasurer and Secretary, at
websterco@gmail.com. The mailing
address for the Squam Archives Center
is PO Box 54, Holderness, NH 03245.

Purchase your copy of the limited edition 2nd printing of “SQUAM” by Rachel Carley
now available this holiday season at the SLA gift shop.

603.968.7711

sippicanpartners.com

riveredgemarina.com
603.968.4411
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Subscribe to our email newsletter from our website: www.squamlakes.org

Join Us in 2018!

UPCOMING EVENTS & SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Events

2018 Adventure Ecology

Winterfest
Saturday, February 17th
9 am–3 pm

A variety of conservation and nature
related topics led by Lakes Region
Conservation Corps members every
week all year long, November 2017 to
April 2018.

SLA Maple Sugar Day
Burleigh Farm – Holderness, NH
Saturday, March 24th
10 am – 12 pm
Spring Open House
June 2018
Squam Ridge Race
September/October 2018

2018 Squam Speaker Series

Climate Change
Georgia Murray, AMC Staff Scientist
February 21st
Japanese Block Prints & Demonstration
Matt Brown, Artist
March 14th

Wednesday evening once a month
from 7–8 pm

Wildlife Tracking
George Leoniak from the
Mindful Tracker
April 11th

Winter Landscapes Above the Treeline
Ryan J. Harvey, Backcountry
Stewardship Expert
January 17th

Squam Lakes Photography
Randy & Kathy Roos
May 16th

Please visit www.squamlakes.org for all event information and details, or call the SLA at (603) 968-7336

